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Abstract
We describe a spectrum splitting solar module design approach using ensembles
of 2–20 subcells with bandgaps optimized for the AM1.5D spectrum. Device
physics calculations and experimental data determine radiative efficiency parameters
for III-V compound semiconductor subcells and enable modification of conventional detailed balance calculations to predict module efficiency while retaining
computational speed for a wide search of the design space. Accounting for nonideal
absorption and recombination rates due to realistic material imperfections allows
us to identify the minimum subcell quantity, quality, electrical connection configuration, and concentration required for 50% module efficiency with realistic
optical losses and modeled contact resistance losses. We predict a module efficiency
of 50% or greater will be possible with 7–10 electrically independent subcells in
a spectral splitting optic at 300–500 suns concentration, assuming a 90% optical
efficiency and 98% electrical efficiency, provided the subcells can achieve an average external radiative efficiency of 3–5% and a short circuit current that is at
least 90% of the ideal. In examining spectrum splitting solar cells with both
series-connected and electrically independent subcells, we identify a new design
trade-off independent of the challenges of fabricating optimal bandgap combinations. Series-connected ensembles, having a single set of electrical contacts, are
less sensitive to lumped series resistance losses than ensembles where each subcells
are contacted independently. By contrast, ensembles with electrically independent
subcells can achieve lower radiative losses when the subcells are designed for good
optical confinement. Distributing electrically independent subcells in a concentrating receiver module allows flexibility in subcell selection and fabrication, and can
achieve ultra-high efficiency with conventional III-V cell technology.

Introduction
A wide variety of photovoltaic cell technologies have shown
dramatic performance improvements over the past decade,
yet the prospect of a practical module capable of 50%
efficiency remains remote. Experimentally achieved single-
cell devices have achieved a record efficiency of 28.8%
[1], which is close to the theoretical limit of 33.8% for
such devices [2]. However, the single-cell limit is far below
the fundamental efficiency limit for solar energy conversion of 74.0% for global illumination and 92.8% for direct
[2] because a single pn junction can only efficiently convert
photons with energy close to the value of its energy bandgap. The best single junction cell will lose more than

40% of the energy in the incident light to transmission
of subbandgap photons and thermalization of carriers with
photon energy in excess of the bandgap [3]. Spectrum
splitting, which divides the solar spectrum into spectral
bands of different energy and directs the bands onto
multiple subcells with bandgap values matched to the
energy of their photon allocation, is a necessary feature
of any photovoltaic design capable of achieving >33.8%
efficiency. The use of multiple subcells to increase conversion efficiency is well known. In these designs, the subcells
are grown monolithically in a stacked configuration and
are electrically in series. The incident spectrum is divided
among the subcells by sequential absorption, with the
top subcells absorbing and converting high energy photons
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while transmitting lower energy photons to the subcells
below. State-of-the-art high-efficiency solar cells using this
monolithic multijunction stack technology have achieved
efficiency as high as 46% [4–8].
While the 46% record efficiency for monolithic multijunction solar cells (MJSCs) appears close to 50%, the
performance of these cells is measured under high-intensity
illumination that simulates an ideal optical concentration
system. Once practical high-efficiency devices are installed
in the necessary concentrating optics, the overall module
efficiency drops, with the record module achieving only
38.9% [9, 10] with commercial optics and 43.3% with
ultra-high-efficiency optics in a minimodule [11, 12]. This
suggests that an integrated module efficiency of 50% or
greater will not be achieved by a commercially practical
module through continued incremental improvements to
the monolithic MJSC architecture, such as material quality
improvements or adjustment of the subcell bandgaps.
Prospective designs incorporating 4, 5, and 6 subcells into
the monolithic MJSC stack are projected to raise the
photovoltaic cell efficiency as high as 50.91% under ideal
concentrating optics [13], which will result in a module
efficiency well below 50% once integrated with realistic
optics and electronics.
An alternative approach to the monolithic MJSC uses
a separate optical element to split the incident light among
subcells that are electrically independent from one another
and may be physically isolated [14–17]. While the addition of the spectrum splitting optic increases the complexity
of these designs, removing the requirement for monolithically integrated subcells confers benefits that may be overall
advantageous. First, the subcells no longer need to be
grown on the same substrate, which allows a wider variety
of materials and bandgaps to be combined. Secondly, the
subcells can be optimized independently to maximize
electrical performance. Thirdly, isolated subcells that are
not connected in series electrically are not constrained to
collect equal numbers of photons for current matching,
and consequently can better match the target spectrum.
To date, all designs using separate spectrum splitting optics
have used six or fewer subcells. The highest demonstrated
efficiency is 38.5% for a minimodule with two physically
separated dual-junction subcells [18]. A hybrid approach
using a monolithic triple junction and an electrically independent, isolated fourth subcell in a submodule achieved
40.4% efficiency [19].
Both types of spectrum splitting modules lack an obvious path of incremental improvements that could enable
them to achieve 50% efficiency. If photovoltaics are to
reach that efficiency target, they will require designs that
are much more ambitious.
Here, we present a systematic investigation of the design
requirements for photovoltaic modules capable of achieving
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50% efficiency with multijunction architecture based on
established single-
junction cell technology. We consider
spectrum splitting module designs that include many more
bandgap combinations than previously demonstrated designs and we specifically analyze the effect in series electrical
connection as well as concentration. By incorporating
performance parameters representing realistic material performance for the subcells, and by accounting for a realistic
amount of loss in the optical and electrical systems required
by a spectrum splitting module, we identify the number
of subcells, degree of concentration, cell quality, and electrical configuration required to achieve 50% module efficiency for designs with up to 20 subcells.
The efficiencies predicted by this design approach represent a large improvement over current state-of-the-art
designs, but do not require disruptive innovation in cell
technology. Recent advances in cell material growth, epitaxial liftoff and transfer of cells, and pick-and-place automation all set the stage for this design approach that
features the use of many high-quality independent subcells
[20–22]. Combined with optical systems capable of splitting and concentrating the solar spectrum into desirable
subbands with high efficiency [23], a module incorporating
many subcells has realistic potential to achieve the ultra-
high-efficiency target of 50%.

Methods
Exploring the design space for multijunction photovoltaics
requires a mechanism for predicting the realistic performance of a large number of designs. The detailed balance
calculation is the standard tool for evaluating potential
solar cell designs because it presents the ideal limiting
efficiency for the combination of energy bandgaps and
concentration level [24]. The calculation determines an
ideal J-V relationship for a cell by balancing the number
of absorbed photons with the combined number of collected carriers and radiatively emitted photons. Radiative
emission is assumed to consist of the temperature-
dependent black body spectrum of the cell, plus luminescence caused by recombination of excited carriers,
which depends on the degree of quasi-Fermi-level splitting
present in the cell. Conventional detailed balance calculations assume no carriers are lost to nonradiative recombination. In addition, the calculation typically assumes
perfect absorption of photons with energy greater than
the cell energy bandgap. The detailed balance calculation
allows rapid assessment of a potential cell design, enabling
a wide search of the design space.
To explore the benefit of designs with multiple subcells,
we start by calculating the conventional detailed balance
efficiency of ensembles with 2–20 subcells, both electrically
in-series and independent. The set of bandgaps in each
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ensemble was optimized. In the case of the series-connected
cells, this optimization is constrained by the current-
matching requirement and the technique is straightforward,
see ref [25]. The systems with electrically independent
cells are not constrained by the need for each cell to
absorb an equal number of photons, and consequently
the design space for these ensembles grows exponentially
with the number of subcells. For the electrically independent ensembles, a computational technique termed “simulated annealing” identified the optimal sets of bandgaps
for each number of subcells [26]. The simulated annealing
algorithm used consists of two stages of optimization:
first, a randomly seeded search allows all subcell bandgaps
to vary over a wide range; secondly, a subsequent search
is seeded with the best candidate identified in previous
search and allows one subcell bandgap at a time to vary
over a narrow range. This process was repeated multiple
times for each ensemble in search of repeated optimum
values, which suggest a global optimum.
The conventional detailed balance calculation informs
us of the limiting efficiency of these spectrum splitting
designs, however, the practical efficiency of any device
falls far short of this limiting efficiency value [27]. At
present computationally intensive device physics and optical simulations are required for a realistic performance
estimate, and these techniques require a fully specified
design for every device under consideration. Because data
on the optical and electrical properties of materials at
every possible energy bandgap value are not documented,
and because the computational costs and design effort
required for each device physics calculation are large,
device physics techniques are not practical for a comprehensive search of the photovoltaic system design space.
To address the shortcomings of conventional detailed
balance calculation while retaining the speed of calculation, we introduce three parameters, the external radiative
efficiency (ERE), absorption efficiency, and a lumped series
resistance as key parameters for modified detailed balance
calculations, which together capture a large portion of
the nonideal behavior. We use this modified detailed balance approach to identify systems whose designed efficiency
exceeds 50% in the presence of realistic material performance and optical and electrical system losses.
It is straightforward to incorporate these ERE and
absorption efficiency parameters into the detailed balance
calculation. The modified equation balances the incident
flux as modified by the absorption efficiency (abs) with
the collected carriers and the radiative and nonradiative
recombination. Radiative emission from the cell is assumed
to follow the same modified Kirchhoff relation as in the
unmodified calculation, but that quantity is now assumed
to be a percentage – equal to the ERE – of the total
recombination. With these assumptions we calculate a
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new J-V relation for each cell and determine its fill factor
and maximum power point under illumination by its
particular spectral slice.
∞
∞
⎤
⎡
2
2
E2
1 n sin 𝜃c
⎥.
⎢
dE
J (V) =q abs AM1.5 (E) dE −
⎢ ∫
ERE 4𝜋 2 ℏ3 c2 ∫ e(E−qV)∕kB T − 1 ⎥
⎦
⎣ EG
EG

(1)
Note that we assume unity absorptivity for photons
with energy at or above the cell bandgap value, and zero
absorptivity for lower energy photons. This allows us to
disregard the cell thickness in these calculations and allows us to treat the absorption efficiency and ERE as
independent parameters. The J-V curve produced by the
modified detailed balance calculation captures the performance of the cell with perfect current collection and will
therefore overestimate the fill factor of the cell.
Incorporating a lumped series resistance captures the loss
in voltage due to contact and other resistances. With these
three parameters, the ERE, absorption efficiency, and series
resistance (Rs), the modified detailed balance approach
can accurately reproduce the performance of realistic cells
while retaining computational speed.
To determine realistic values for the absorption and
ERE parameters to use in the detailed balance calculations,
we selected seven materials that span a large range of
bandgap values and performed one-
dimensional device
physics simulations on candidate designs of cells made
from these materials using AFORS-HET [28, 29]. We incorporated realistic doping-dependent mobility and lifetime
data for the candidate materials [30–33] to optimize device
designs for each cell, including doping and thicknesses
for emitter, base, front and back window layers, and contact layers. A schematic of the cell design showing the
layers included for each material is shown in Figure 1.
The design did not account for top contact shadowing
losses and the top contact layer was treated as optically
transparent. Table 1 summarizes the layer thicknesses,
compositions, and doping levels for the Afors-Het simulations. In all cases, the cells were optimized both for performance on the growth wafer and for performance after
epitaxial liftoff (ELO) or substrate removal, which allows
the use of back reflectors to improve light trapping and
allow thinner absorption layers. The epitaxial liftoff cells
were modeled assuming perfect back reflectors. Because
ERE and absorption efficiency are effected by the interaction of cell design, material quality, and optical environment, the AFORS-HET simulations serve to bound realistic
values of ERE and absorption efficiency for subsequent
modified detailed balance optimizations and to illustrate
the possible degree of variation in these parameter values
between subcells.
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Figure 1. Schematic of basic solar cell design optimized through 1D
device simulations using AFORS-Het. Layer thickness, doping, and
device polarity were optimized based on material parameters from
literature.

The performance results for these simulations are summarized in Table 2. In all cases the simulated power
production of each cell was substantially lower than the
ideal detailed balance power, as expected. However, the
lowest bandgap cells exhibited the largest departure from
the ideal efficiency. This trend suggested the need to reoptimize the bandgaps for the ensembles to account for
realistic material behavior. Table 2 also includes the ERE
values extracted from the simulated open circuit voltage
and short circuit current for each cell material [34] and
the absorption efficiency (abs), which is the short circuit
current as a percentage of the value predicted by ideal
detailed balance. The values for the InGaP and GaAs
epitaxial liftoff cells are taken from record cell performance
reported in the literature [21] and [34], respectively.
Comparing the ERE values for the simulated epitaxial
liftoff cells to the values for on-
wafer cells shows the
tremendous value of epitaxial liftoff for improving cell
performance. These ELO cells benefit from improved optical confinement with the back reflector, which prevents
photons from escaping the cell into the growth substrate,
and from thinner absorber layers, which reduces bulk
nonradiative recombination. Table 2 shows that epitaxial
liftoff is an essential component of high external radiative
efficiency for the III–V cells considered for spectrum splitting PV.
The ERE values for the ELO cells in Table 2 vary over
a wide range among the cells. Because the cell open circuit
voltage decreases linearly with the natural logarithm of
ERE [35], a direct average of ERE values will overstate
the expected average performance of these cells. Instead,
72
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taking the geometric mean of the ERE values incorporates
their logarithmic scaling and results in an average ERE
of 4.7%. The performance of an ensemble of cells with
these bandgaps and that average ERE value will have the
same total efficiency as the ensemble with the cell-specific
ERE values. While this value is higher than the simulated
value for most of the cells, the highest ERE values included in the average come from experimentally realized
cells, suggesting that optimization of growth and other
device parameters can produce III–V devices with very
high radiative efficiency. The arithmetic mean of the absorption efficiency values is 90.6%. For simulation purposes,
the value 90% was chosen as a conservative yet realistic
derating value. Table 2 also shows the experimentally
verified ERE values for cells on their growth substrates.
These values differ from the simulated ERE values, with
five of the seven cells having lower ERE compared to the
simulation. The geometric mean ERE for the on-
wafer
experimental cells is 0.22%, whereas the geometric mean
for the simulated cells is 0.97%, with the highest bandgap
cell contributing most of the difference. The gap between
simulated and experimental cells suggests a range of expected realistic performance after additional work on cell
development.
With realistic values for the ERE and absorption parameters determined, we reoptimized the bandgaps for
the spectrum splitting ensembles with both series-connected
and electrically independent subcells using the modified
detailed balance calculation to determine whether the
nonideal material behavior would change the desired
bandgap combinations. We used the appropriate mean
values for the ERE and absorption because the optimization allowed bandgap values to range freely between 0.3
and 4 eV, and because the effects of the ERE and absorption
on cell performance are independent. Finally, we varied
the ERE value and concentration for the system to map
out the full design space for ultra-high-efficiency spectrum
splitting photovoltaics.
As with the ERE and absorption parameters, the value
for the lumped series resistance parameter, Rs, was determined from the geometric mean value of lumped resistance from a set of electrical simulations. For each of
the bandgaps in Table 2, a distributed circuit model was
built with dark current and short circuit current densities
determined by the corresponding ERE and absorption
parameters from Table 2 [36]. The circuit model was
used to optimize an inverted square contact grid for
1 mm2 square cells at concentrations ranging from 1 sun
to 1000 suns. Because the loss due to series resistance is
proportional to the square of the current, higher concentrations require much lower series resistances for optimal performance. The lumped Rs for each concentration
for the seven cells is plotted in Figure 2.
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350
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t (nm)

300
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10
300
10
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t (nm)

1.0E+18
1.0E+18
8.0E+17
8.0E+17
1.0E+18
1.0E+18
2.0E+18
2.0E+18
2.0E+18
2.0E+18
3.0E+18
3.0E+18
5.0E+18
5.0E+18

N

1.0E+19
1.0E+19
1.0E+19
1.0E+19
1.0E+19
1.0E+19
5.0E+18
5.0E+18
5.0E+18
5.0E+18
1.0E+19
5.0E+18
1.0E+19
5.0E+18
5.0E+18
1.0E+19
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1.0E+19
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5.0E+18
5.0E+18
5.0E+18
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8.0E+18
5.0E+18
5.0E+18
5.0E+18
5.0E+18

N

2.0E+17

2.0E+17

2.0E+17

1.0E+19
1.0E+19
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3.0E+18
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3.0E+18
3.0E+18
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N
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GaAs n

Composition

Top contact

p Al0.2 Ga0.32In0.48P

p Al0.2 Ga0.32In0.48P

p Ga0.37In0.63P

n InGaAs
n InGaAs
p In0.71 Ga0.29As0.62P0.38
p In0.71 Ga0.29As0.62P0.38
p In0.87 Ga0.13As0.28P0.72
p In0.87 Ga0.13As0.28P0.72
n GaAs
n GaAs
n Al0.1 Ga0.9As
n Al0.1 Ga0.9As
p Ga0.37In0.63P

Composition

Base

300
300
300
300
300
300
250
250
250
250
300
300
300
300

t (nm)

1200

700

1400

2000
4000
3000
5000
3000
5000
2000
4000
1000
2000
800

t (nm)

1.0E+19
1.0E+19
1.0E+19
1.0E+19
1.0E+19
1.0E+19
1.0E+19
1.0E+19
1.0E+19
1.0E+19
5.0E+18
5.0E+18
5.0E+18
5.0E+18

N

5.0E+17

5.0E+17

5.0E+17

1.0E+17
1.0E+17
5.0E+17
5.0E+17
5.0E+17
5.0E+17
2.0E+17
2.0E+17
2.0E+17
2.0E+17
5.0E+17

N

Table 1. Layer thickness, composition, and doping level for all devices simulated in Afors-Het. Subcells with the “wafer” designation are optimized for operation on their growth substrate, whereas
cells with the “ELO” designation are assumed to be removed from their growth substrate and placed on a reflective back surface.
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Table 2. Simulation results for candidate subcells for ideal detailed balance and 1D device physics models. The cell designs for the device physics simulations are detailed in Table 1. The ELO (epitaxial liftoff) cells assume a perfect back reflector. Experimental cell ERE values are for cells that remain on
their growth substrates. Note that the performance parameters and ERE and absorption values for the GaAs and InGaP ELO cells are taken from
record cells reported in the literature.

Cell

Eg

InGaAs ELO
InGaAs wafer
InGaAsP 1 ELO
InGaAsP 1 wafer
InGaAsP 2 ELO
InGaAsP 2 wafer
GaAs ELO
GaAs wafer
AlGaAs ELO
AlGaAs wafer
InGaP ELO
InGaP wafer
InAlGaP ELO
InAlGaP wafer

0.74
0.74
0.94
0.94
1.15
1.15
1.42
1.42
1.58
1.58
1.84
1.84
2.13
2.13

Detailed balance prediction

Device physics simulation

Jsc (mA/
cm2)

Jsc (mA/
cm2)

Voc (mV)

6.24
5.97
8.56
8.41
9.36
9.17
29.43
11.48
5.82
5.36
16.00
5.80
5.81
5.81

417
366
566
540
769
741
1107
1034
1220
1199
1458
1345
1642
1639

Voc (mV)

FF (%)

6.68

399

77.2

8.57

595

82.7

9.75

798

86.1

32

1154

89.5

7

1449

91.3

19.7

1506

91.4

1733

92.4

6.13

Once the lumped series resistance, the ERE, and the
absorption efficiency are incorporated into the modified
detailed balance calculation it can reproduce the short
circuit current and open circuit voltage of the cells
modeled by the distributed circuit model to within 1%
(relative) and the modified detailed balance can reproduce the fill factor to within 2.5%. Overall the efficiency
of the modified detailed balance model of each cell
captures the efficiency predicted by the lumped circuit
model to within 2%. While this does constitute a loss
of accuracy relative to the more physically detailed
lumped circuit model, the computational speed of the
modified detailed balance approach makes it more practical for searching the large design space.
The series resistance values plotted in Figure 2 are optimized for the specific cells and performance parameters
in Table 2. An average lumped series resistance, analog
to the average ERE and absorption values is extracted
from fitting the geometric mean versus concentration for
all data points in Figure 2. The dependence of the average Rs on concentration, C, is described by a power law:

Rs (C) = 454C0.9352 .

(2)

The individual lumped series resistances plotted in
Figure 2 vary over a wide range for any particular concentration and the performance of individual cells modeled
using the average Rs value will differ from the performance
using the optimized Rs value by as much as 12%. However,
the total performance of the entire ensembles of cells
modeled using the average Rs value is within 2% of the
ensemble performance modeled with the optimized Rs
74

Extracted parameters

Experiment

FF (%)

Absorption

ERE

ERE

76.0
75.1
80.4
79.2
84.6
83.2
87.6
87.4
86.9
86.9
88.8
88.6
91.0
91.0

0.938
0.897
0.993
0.975
0.958
0.940
0.920
0.923
0.925
0.898
0.816
0.975
0.629
0.629

0.147
0.021
0.024
0.009
0.025
0.008
0.225
0.026
0.123
0.082
0.080
0.001
0.0022
0.0019

0.0095
0.017
0.004
0.018
0.00175
0.0065
2.1E-6

values for each cell, which validates the utility of the
average for modeling ensemble behavior.

Results
Figure 3 shows the conventional detailed balance efficiencies of optimized spectral splitting ensembles with 2–20
subcells at different concentration values. The plot shows
the increase in efficiency with increasing number of subcells is primarily due to the increase in spectral efficiency,
which we define as
∑ Egi+1 dn
Egi dE
Egi ∫Egi
dE
(3)
S.E. = ∞
,
∫0 AM1.5D (E) dE
where dn/dE is the spectral flux density of the AM1.5D
standard spectrum in photons/cm2-s-eV and Egi is the
bandgap value of the ith subcell in the ensemble. The
spectral efficiency is percentage of energy in the incident
spectrum not lost to thermalization or subbandgap transmission. The increase in spectral efficiency is most dramatic
(17 percentage points) up to eight cells, with only four
percentage points of efficiency gained by increasing from
8 to 20 cells. Achieving a spectral efficiency of 90%, which
corresponds to reducing the combined thermalization and
transmission losses to 10% of the incident power, requires
an ensemble of at least eight cells. Figure 2 also shows
that increasing the concentration on the system from 1
sun to 1000 suns results in approximately 10 percentage
points in efficiency improvement. This suggests that a
combination of concentration and spectrum splitting will
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be valuable in exceeding 50% system efficiency. Finally,
the dashed lines for the series-connected spectrum splitting ensembles are consistently 1–2 percentage points lower
than those for the independently connected designs. This
is a consequence of the current-matching constraint forcing the selection of bandgap combinations with a lower
spectral efficiency in order to ensure that all subcells
absorb an equal number of photons.
The efficiencies in Figure 3 suggest that 50% efficiency
can be exceeded by a three-cell ensemble at any concentration. However, these conventional detailed balance

Figure 2. Optimized series resistance for simulated subcells with
bandgaps ranging from 0.74 to 2.13 eV at concentrations from 1 to
1000 suns. The blue line shows the trend for the optimized values.

Figure 3. The ideal detailed balance efficiency for spectral splitting
ensembles with 2–20 cells, both series connected and electrically
independent at concentrations of 1, 100, and 1000 suns. The spectral
efficiency of the independently connected and series-connected
ensembles is also plotted showing the source of the efficiency
improvement with increasing cell number.

Spectrum Splitting for Ultra-High-Efficiency PV

calculations assume ideal behavior for photon absorption
and radiation and perfect carrier collection. Practical cells
have less than ideal absorption due to finite thickness,
as well as reflection and transmission losses and will have
some nonradiative recombination due to material imperfections. In order to understand the efficiency trends for
cells with realistic material quality, we repeated the optimization and efficiency calculations for ensembles with
2–20 subcells (both series connected and with electrically
independent subcells) using nonunity values for the ERE
and absorption efficiency.
Including nonunity ERE and absorption efficiency did
not change the optimal bandgaps for the series-connected
ensembles. The constraint of series electrical connection
and the need to maximize spectral efficiency dominate
the subcell bandgap selection regardless of material quality. However, the bandgaps for the independently connected designs did change upon the inclusion of nonideal
material behavior. The designs of ensembles with fewer
than 10 cells exhibited the strongest dependence on material quality. Once optimized with nonunity ERE and absorption efficiency, the electrically independent designs
uniformly increased the bandgap energy of the lowest
energy subcell. This trend is a result of low bandgap cells
being particularly sensitive to decreases in ERE. At low
bandgap energies the loss of voltage due to nonunity ERE
consumes a greater percentage of the open circuit voltage
and the fill factor also degrades more significantly, which
combine to eliminate the benefit of capturing more low
energy photons. Ensembles with more than 10 cells did
not have large changes in subcell bandgap values after
optimization with nonideal material parameters. The
expected efficiencies with 3% ERE and 90% absorption

efficiency are ~10 percentage points lower than the ideal
detailed balance efficiencies.
While the modified detailed balance approach gives a
realistic prediction of the efficiency of an ensemble of
cells, the total system has additional losses that must be
taken into account. A practical spectrum splitting photovoltaic system will require some optical system to split
and concentrate the incident spectrum into the desired
spectral range for each subcell in the design. Such a system
will inevitably introduce inefficiency through misallocation
of photons to the wrong cell and reflections. In addition,
an electrical system to combine the power of the subcells
at a single output voltage will add electrical losses. In
order to accommodate these optical and electrical losses
and still produce module efficiency <50%, the ensemble
of subcells must have a combined efficiency of much
<50%. In our analysis we have assumed an optical system
that concentrates the light and divides the spectrum with
90% optical efficiency, including losses from reflection
and photon misallocation. The optical efficiency of the
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spectrum splitting optic is assumed to be equal for the
electrically independent and series-connected designs. We
assume an electrical system of 98% efficiency for designs
with electrically independent subcells to account for losses
in a DC–DC voltage combination circuit. The contact
resistance losses for both the series-connected subcells and
electrically independent subcells are accounted for by the
lumped series resistance parameter.
Figure 4 shows the two-dimensional plot of efficiency
versus number of cells and concentration for independently
connected modules with 2–20 subcells. The two panels
of the figure show the cell ensemble efficiency under two
different material parameters: (1) 3% ERE and 90% absorption efficiency; and (2) 5% ERE and 90% absorption
efficiency. Marked on each plot are contours showing
total module efficiency with a spectrum splitting optic
with 90% optical efficiency and electrical system of 98%
efficiency. Also included in Figure 4 are dashed contours
showing the required concentration for a 50% efficient
module with electrically series-
connected subcells and a
90% optical efficiency (series-connected cell efficiency not
shown on this 2D plot). The color scale corresponds to
the efficiency of the photovoltaic cell under ideal illumination, analog to the flash test efficiency used to evaluate
current monolithic MJSCs [37]. As the color scale indicates,
both 3% and 5% ERE cells with four or more subcells
can achieve 50% cell efficiency even at one sun concentration, in contrast to the current record four-
junction
cell efficiency of 46% at 508 suns. The higher efficiency
predicted for the four subcell ensembles in Figure 4 is
due in part to the higher spectral efficiency of the four
optimal independent bandgaps (79.6%) compared to record
cell spectral efficiency (77.8%).
These plots show the importance of ERE for achieving
a high module efficiency. With the lower external radiative efficiency, as shown in panel (A), it requires at least
seven subcells at a concentration of 400 suns to achieve
a total module power conversion efficiency of 50% with
90% efficient optics and 98% efficient electronics. By
contrast, the set of designs with 5% ERE and 90% absorption efficiency can achieve 50% module efficiency with
realistic optical and electrical losses using a design with
six subcells at 620 suns concentration. The concentration
required decreases with larger numbers of subcells, and
only 59 suns are required to achieve 50% module efficiency with 10 subcells at 5% ERE. This highlights the
trade-
off in complexity between the optical design and
the cell design in achieving very high module
efficiency.
The dashed contour showing the minimum concentration required for a module with series-connected subcells
to achieve 50% efficiency shows the advantage conferred
by series electrical connection for the subcells. The
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series-
connected module assumes 90% optical efficiency
and no additional electrical losses to account for the easier
task of routing and combining power for cells that are
already series connected [38]. Despite the disadvantage
in spectral efficiency the series-connected ensembles have
higher performance than the corresponding independent
ensembles once the losses due to contact resistance are
accounted for. This efficiency advantage for contacted
systems is due to the electrical configuration. Monolithic
series-
connected cells have one set of contacts for the
entire ensemble and consequently the voltage loss due to
contact resistance is applied once to the entire ensemble’s
voltage. By contrast, ensembles with independent subcells
require unique contacts for each subcell, which in turn
cause a loss of voltage for each subcell. Because we expect
the lumped series resistance for series-connected ensembles
to be similar to that for independent ensembles, the loss
due to lumped series resistance will increase with the
number of subcells for the independent ensembles while
remaining relatively constant across all series-
connected
designs, for a given concentration.
However, the contours in Figure 4 assume that monolithic series-
connected subcells are capable of achieving
the same ERE as physically separated cells. In fact, as
Table 2 shows, the ERE of a subcell is highly dependent
on its optical environment, as well as dependent on the
material quality of the cell [39, 40]. Placing the subcells
on high-quality back reflectors, as is possible for the electrically independent subcells, improves the cell ERE by
preventing light from escaping through the back of the
cell and by allowing thinner absorber layers, which reduces
bulk recombination. Monolithic series-
connected MJSCs
cannot incorporate back reflectors between the subcells,
and consequently must use thicker absorber layers to
achieve the equivalent light path through the material.
Monolithic cells exhibit lower radiative efficiency due to
the larger amount of nonradiative bulk recombination in
the thicker absorber layers and due to the loss of radiatively recombined photons that escape into the surrounding
material. For a monolithic MJSC to achieve the ERE values
in Figure 4, the material would require a much lower
defect density than an ensemble of electrically independent
subcells placed on back reflectors. This is consistent with
the fact that practical series-connected MJSCs with four
subcells require substantial concentration to achieve efficiencies over 45% [7, 11]. Finally, this analysis has assumed that the optimal bandgap combinations for
series-connected ensembles can be grown monolithically,
a feat that has not yet been achieved for ensembles with
more than three subcells.
Figure 5 presents another view of the interaction among
number of cells, concentration, and ERE in determining
overall module efficiency. This plot shows the efficiency
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(A)

(B)

Figure 4. Efficiency maps for independent cell spectrum splitting ensembles with 2–20 cells at different concentrations and in panel (A) 3% external
radiative efficiency (ERE), 90% absorption, and panel (B) 5% ERE and 90% absorption. The color maps indicate the efficiency of the independent
photovoltaic cell ensemble under ideal illumination and with series resistance losses. The solid contours indicate the minimum concentration required
for an overall module efficiency assuming electrically independent subcells, an optical system with 90% efficiency and a 98% efficient electrical
system. The dashed contours indicate the minimum concentration required for a 50% efficient module with series-connected subcells and 90%
optical efficiency.

of independently connected cell ensembles at 10 suns and
500 suns concentration with different ERE values. The
solid contours again show total module efficiency with
90% efficient optics and a 98% efficient electrical system
for electrically independent subcells and the dashed contour
shows the module efficiency for series-connected subcells
with 90% efficient optics. Considering second panel (B),
the plot at 500 suns concentration, at 1% ERE, this plot
indicates that nine independent subcells will be required
to achieve 50% module efficiency. The steepness of the
contours in the region from 4 to 10 cells highlights the
value of improvements in ERE. An increase from 1% to
2% ERE reduces the number of independent subcells
required to achieve 50% from nine to eight, which would
constitute a reduction in potential cost and complexity.
By contrast, the plot for 10 suns shows that low concentration modules will require 10 or more independent

subcells with average radiative efficiency of roughly 20%,
equal to current record performance devices [34].
The contour showing the minimum ERE for series-
connected modules to achieve 50% highlights the challenge
for designs with monolithic cells to achieve ultra-
high
efficiency. The reduced loss from series resistance does
translate to a lower minimum ERE required for the series-
connected ensembles. However, note that 0.2% ERE, the
average value for the experimental on-wafer cells in Table 2,
corresponds to a need for an ensemble with 13 series-
connected subcells with optimal bandgaps at 500 suns to
achieve 50% module efficiency. At 1% ERE, a series-
connected ensemble with seven subcells at the optimal
bandgaps can achieve 50% efficiency at 500 suns. Achieving
an ERE of 1% in a monolithic ensemble that lacks optical
confinement will require exceptionally high material quality. Identifying materials for the optimal bandgaps of these
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(A)

(B)

Figure 5. Efficiency map for independently connected spectrum splitting ensembles with 2–20 cells at (A) 10 suns and (B) 500 suns at different
external radiative efficiency (ERE) values. The solid contours show the minimum ERE required for overall module efficiency for ensembles with
electrically independent subcells with 90% optical efficiency and 98% DC electrical combination efficiency. The dashed contours show the minimum
ERE required for modules with series-connected subcells and 90% optical efficiency.

subcells that can be grown or assembled while maintaining
that material quality adds to the challenge and mitigates
the efficiency advantage of the lower series resistance losses.

Conclusion
Achieving very high module efficiency (>50%) for photovoltaic solar conversion requires a combination of a
large number of high-
quality cells, an efficient optical
system to split the incident spectrum correctly among
those cells and a moderate-to-high degree of concentration. The radiative quality of the cells will determine the
optimum bandgaps of the cells in an ensemble and the
radiative and absorption efficiencies together with a lumped
series resistance determine how far the cell performance
departs from the ideal detailed balance limit. By including
these three parameters into the detailed balance calculation, we have predicted that a module efficiency of 50%
or greater will be possible with 7–10 electrically
78

independent subcells in a spectral splitting optic at 300–500
suns concentration, assuming a 90% optical efficiency and
98% electrical efficiency. Alternatively, a series-connected
cell with 6–8 subcells at 100–300 suns could achieve this
efficiency if the cells can reach an ERE of 3% or greater
and can be manufactured with the optimal bandgaps.
While this analysis has been presented as an exploration of the minimum requirements for the photovoltaic
cells, it is important to note that it also contains some
aggressive requirements for the quality of the optical and
electrical systems. This analysis has not presented any
specific optical spectrum splitting concepts. Instead, the
90% optical efficiency used to predict module performance
serves as a baseline performance requirement for any
spectrum splitting concept under consideration. This value
is consistent with reported spectrum splitting optical efficiencies [15, 41]. Similarly, the 98% efficiency of the
DC electrical system serves as a target for power management systems [38]. This approach was used to develop
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specific implementations of spectrum splitting with practically achievable cells and optics. These designs are being
developed as prototypes and are detailed in other publications [42–44].
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